ABSTRACT
Information presented in this Paper will aid field personnel engaged in avalanche operations; the techniques described here were tested and successfully used on a mountain highway in Canada.
Noel C. Gardner and Arthur Judson
Increasing winter use of mountain highways threatened by avalanches has intensified the need for good avalanche control programs. Although complete protection from avalanches is not economically feasible, a well-planned avalanche defense system including both artillery and structural control provides maximum protection at reasonable cost. Schaerer (1962a Schaerer ( , 1962b explains this well in his publications on the Rogers Pass project in Western Canada.
Recent publications by Frutiger (1964), Mellor (1968) , and by Frutiger and Martinelli (1966) provide much additional information on structural control. The probability that one of these avalanches will strike a moving vehicle is much less than the strike probability for vehicles halted under these slides. For instance, if the fourth avalanche in the group ran across the road, traffic would be stopped on both sides of the obstruction, and cars would be directly exposed to the six remaining avalanches. Using the criterion that when one avalanche falls, (1 ) determine the depth of unsettled snow, (2) locate the weakest shear plane in the new snow, (3) About The Potest Setkiee.
As our Nation grows, people expect and need more from their fores ts-more wood; more water, fish and wildlife; more recreation and natural beauty; more special forest products and forage. The Forest Service of the U . S. Department of Agriculture helps to fulfill these expectations and needs through three major activities:
• Conducting forest and range research at over 75 locations ranging from Puerto Rico to Alaska to Hawaii.
• Participating with 
